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Abstract
Over the last years more and more International newspapers reported in Europe / USA and Japan:
“Tunnel train got stuck under the Channel – thousands of people stranded “
Recall of thousands of cars to workshops for control and repair
Power Failures left households without energy for hours.
Very often news like this relate to malfunctions of electric and electronic circuits under adverse conditions or sometimes
even in normal operating environment.
Considering that in the automotive industry – one of the most dynamic and innovative driving economic force in
industrialized countries the number of complex electronic circuits will increase drastically over the next decade ensuring reliability will become a focus in high- quality electronics production.
Highly integrated circuitry and the permanent miniaturization makes high quality production more and more crucial.
The reliability of such complex circuitry can be ensured using cleaning in all steps of the production process, from stencil
cleaning to PCB cleaning prior to coating or painting in order to increase the reliability and life span of the units into
which such circuitry will be installed.
The use of environmentally friendly water based chemistries instead of ozone layer depleting VOC-containing solvents –
once the standard in the electronics industry- as well as the use of respective machines that operate under the condition of
saving energy and resources will gain more and more importance and cannot be neglected anymore.
The presentation will deal with all kinds of aspect of cleaning to ensure the reliability of electronic circuitry in ever
changing operation conditions in the most important industrial areas.

Over the last years consumers have read more and more often in newspapers or even got information on national news
channels about major recalls of products even from internationally reputed corporations in different industrial fields .
This is particularly obvious in of the driving industries for innovation and expertise in the electronics field – the
automotive industry.
Without mentioning any names companies previously not known for quality concerns are now making more and more
often the headlines.Even though not many details are disclosed often it is electronics which fail or cause problems in the
field and which are the reason for such re-calls.
We can assume that there are some general explanations/ implications
-

-

Separation of R&D and prototyping of products to mass production
The place of development of an electronics assembly is only in very few cases the place where the product will
finally be manufactured
Globalization
International procurements of components and production capacity is more and more dominant in the market
Miniaturization of components and packaging
Multifunctional highly integrated circuitry will be used more often in higher packing densities and ever smaller
available space yet with higher demands for reliability.

Reports of marketing and research institutes close to the automotive industry show that over the next years the number of
central control units in a car will go down with the number of functions per unit rising.
That means more integrated circuitry and higher packing density yet also more issues to consider.
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Table 1: Central control units

With an ever increasing need for safety and control we see a multitude of new functions coming up.
Figure 1: Increased safety and control in cars

While effects need to be addressed and monitored closely and carefully in order to improve long term reliability of
electronics in general on the production level there are numerous influences on the reliability of assemblies that need to
be looked at as well
Figure 2: More and comprehensive functions

On the production level this is clearly the residues on the electronics circuits / PCBs which to some extent are avoidable
but to some not.
Cleaning those residues is important for long term reliability.
Cleaning of course is a concept for all stages of electronics production not only for the assembled PCBs and electronic
circuitry. The following table gives an overview of typical areas and types of contamination to consider.
Table 2: Cleaning - a concept in all stages of production
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If we take the example of the automotive industry we have the situation that a car should run reliably forgive the
European examples– in the South of Sicily (Italy) where we see outside temperatures of 50°C and more in summer– in
Great Britain with its high level of rainfalls per year almost all through the year – and in the cold North of Sweden with
temperatures in winter of minus 30° or less.
Electronics subject to such influences need to be resistant to temperature and humidity
Different environments put additional and considerable stress on electronic assemblies.
Besides the automotive industry there are of course other quality dependent industries which are affected, such as
railway, medical, the air and space industry as well as industrial electronics.
In order to control and minimize the effects of such environmental impacts often electronics will be protected using
painting, coating or varnishing.
At this point in production cleaning comes in to enhance and ensure reliability.
Nobody likes to have PCBs with all kinds of defects or surface contamination or with an appearance that already
indicates “Problem ahead”.
What are the reasons for cleaning? It is a general requirement, removal of contaminants and residue which can cause
problems in the field. Typical applications are
Wire bonding , coating, varnishing and often customers require cleaning for optical reasons especially in visible areas.
Amber-colored residue just does not look nice where it should not be appearing.
Likewise important is the solving of problems arising from misprints or after rework for example. While nobody really
likes a misprint and many even deny having or knowing them at all, they pose a risk and that risk should be avoided or
removed . Flux on flux in case of rework is not a way to go. Here cleaning-off all the residue is the only way.
besides of course throwing away which however makes production more expensive in the long run.
That brings us to the point of No-clean paste and fluxes which indicates that cleaning is not necessary still let us take a
look a 2 statements to be found:
-

International producer of fluxes and paste
French research institute specialized in soldering

Even the manufacturer admits that on certain occasions even no-clean fluxes should be cleaned. It is just more difficult to
do so and requires special processes and chemistries.
Speaking about cleaning the way we understand it is cleaning using environmentally friendly and non-hazardous water
based cleaning detergents.
Detergents that have considerable advantages over previously well known and popular VOC (volatile organic
compounds) containing solvents.
There are some major arguments against VOC´s and in favour of water based detergents.
But with light comes shadow – nothing is only good and nothing is only bad.
When handling water based detergents in PCB cleaning systems the rinse water issue needs to be addressed.
Drag-over of detergent / contaminant residue will contaminate the rinse water and we need to look at limit values to
determine rinse water quality prior to draining it into sewerage networks
Those limit values will differ from country to country, even from village to village.
A water analysis can help to determine when rinse water values are still permissible to allow draining and modern
cleaning systems help to change rinse water automatically in order to respect those values.
The cost for such a water analysis is fairly moderate versus the advantages gained.
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Table 3: Limit values for rinse water disposal in Germany
Requirements for the rinse water quality in PCB production ( in mg/l)

NH4-N

COD

Iron

Fluoride

VOC

Phosphor

Toxicity

50

600

3

50

10

2

6

Requirements for the rinse water quality n PCB production prior to mixing (mg/l)

AOX

Arsenic

Lead

Chrom

Chrom
VI

Cyanide

Copper

Nickel

Silver

Sulfid

Tin

1

0,1

0,5

0,5

0,1

0,2

0,5

0,5

0,1

1

2

Limit values differ from country to country

It is also possible, yet with a very high energy demand to evaporate such rinse water, yet the cost must be calculated for
both investment and operation of such systems.
Depending on the number of cycles and the amount of rinse water volume to be dealt with a collection in storage
containers with subsequent pumping in tankers and professional disposal by industrial waste collection companies is
another possibility. The cost can be calculated fairly easily
Controlling the cleaning result of course is important but everyday business
Optical inspection, climatic cyclic testing and ionic contamination measurement as per prevailing norms and regulation
such as reference IPC and other applicable industry standards help to make sure that cleaning offers solutions to improve
functionality and long term reliability of electronic assemblies.

